				

ISO Daily
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DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY AND RADIATION THERAPY

NEMA PET
CT Dose
Scatter Phantom 800 Phantom 007

Model 007A
Model 800

Designed specifically for NEMA
Standard NU2-2007
Model 023

Easily verify imaging, localization and targeting systems are aligned with
the true radiation isocenter
The CIRS Model 023 ISO Cube
provides a cost-effective, quick
and accurate means of testing
radiation isocenter coincidence
with the isocenters of the image
guidance systems.
The ISO Cube was designed specifically for daily system checks.
The lasers and light field can be
tuned to the true radiation isocenter using the engraved markings
on the exterior of the ISO Cube.
The light field and radiation field
alignment can be checked using
integral radiographic markers.

More importantly the isocenters of
both the ODI and the EPID can be
checked for true spacial alignment
and coincidence with that of the
treatment beam.
Optional Accessories:
• Stereotactic Target Frame
Adapter
• ISO Align Platform
• ISO Analyze Software
ISO

ANALYZE
POWERED BY AQUILAB

The Model 800 enables measure
of scatter fraction and count rate
performance as outlined in NEMA
NU2-2007.  Scatter fraction is a
measure of the system sensitivity to scatter while count rate
performance is an indication of
scanner performance as a function
of activity.
The PET Scatter Phantom is a solid
right circular, polyethylene cylinder
with a specific gravity of 0.96. A
6.4 mm hole is drilled parallel to
the central axis of the cylinder, at a
radial distance of 45 mm.
For ease of handling the cylinder
consists of three segments that are
assembled during testing.
The test phantom line source insert
is a clear polyethylene plastic tube
of 800 mm in length, with an inside
diameter of 3.2 mm and outside
diameter of 4.8 mm. The central
tube can be filled with a known
quantity of activity and threaded
through the 6.4 mm hole in the test
phantom.

Tissue Equivalent
CT Dose Phantoms

Radiosurgery
Head Phantom

AAPM
CT Performance Phantom

DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY AND RADIATION THERAPY

DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY AND RADIATION THERAPY

Model 605

Model 007TE

Comply with FDA performance
standard

Accurate dose measurements for
infants to large adults

For all computed tomography systems, the Food and Drug Administration recommends measuring the
CT Dose Index. Each section of the
CIRS CT Dose Phantoms can provide
separate dose information. The user
can also measure maximum, minimum and mid-range values of the
nominal tomographic section thickness when performing dose profile
measurements.
Each phantom consists of set of
nesting 15 cm thick solid PMMA
disks measuring 16 cm (head) and
32 cm (body) in diameter. The
adult head disk is also suitable for
pediatric body measurements. The
Model 007A includes a third nesting
disk measuring 10 cm in diameter
for pediatric head measurements.
Handles on the body and head are
provided for ease in handling and
maneuverability.
Through holes measuring 1.31 cm in
diameter will accommodate standard
CT probes. Acrylic rods are provided
to plug the holes when not in use.
The acrylic rods are machined to
receive 1 mm diameter TLD rods.
The Model 007 and 007A CT Dose
Phantoms are manufactured to comply with the FDA’s performance standard, 21 CFR 1020.33 that details
the measurement requirements.

The CIRS Tissue Equivalent CT Dose
Phantoms are designed to more
accurately simulate the range of
patient sizes from small infants to
large adult patients rendering more
accurate and reliable CT dose data.
The phantoms are made from
proprietary epoxy formulations that
faithfully mimic the X-ray absorption
and scatter properties of soft tissue
or water within 1% in the diagnostic
energy range.
There are eight abdominal, eight
thorax and four head phantoms in
different sizes/ages available. Each
phantom includes an embedded
vertebral bone equivalent rod that is
specifically formulated to mimic the
appropriate density for patient size/
age.
All the phantoms have five throughholes with an inside diameter of
1.30 cm to accommodate standard
CT dose probes and five tissue
equivalent rods to plug the holes not
in use. One hole is at center hole
and four are around the perimeter,
90° apart and 1 cm from center to
the outside edge of the phantom.
The Model 700-QA CT Imaging
QA Kit is suitable for use with the
007TE. The kit provides various
targets for evaluation of two import
CT performance parameters: low
contrast detectability and spatial
resolution in soft tissues and lung
regions.

For Evaluation of Treatment Accuracy
The CIRS Radiosurgery Head Phantom was designed to improve the accuracy of treatment plan verification
in radiosurgery. It allows for 3D dose
verification in a large cranial volume.
The Phantom contains average brain,
bone, spinal cord, vertebral disks
and soft tissues mimicked with 1%
accuracy for both CT and Therapy
energy ranges (50 keV - 25 MeV).
The 6.4 x 6.4 x 6.4 cm film cassette contains 13 levels of X-ray or
GAFCHROMIC® film to evaluate accuracy of 3D dose distribution. It can
be interchanged with an equivalent
gel dosimetry cassette or TLD holder.
Two brain-equivalent spacers allow
the user to locate the cassette in one
of four different positions.

Model 610
The CIRS Model 610 AAPM CT
Performance Phantom offers the
user a single test object that measures ten distinct CT performance
parameters. The phantom design is
based on the guidelines presented
in Report #1 of the American Association of Physicists in Medicine Task Force on CT Scanner
Phantoms. The goals of report #1
were to “(1) define ‘performance’
of a CT scanner and (2) describe
methods of performance testing
through utilization of particular
phantoms.”
A CT number linearity insert, high
contrast resolution insert and slice
width insert are housed in an 8.5”
diameter PMMA water tank with
quick disconnect valves for ease of
filling and draining between use.
Also included is a 0.25” bone
equivalent ring that can be fit over

the inserts to evaluate the effects
of beam hardening.
A contrast test object is adhered
to the bottom of the tank that
includes two rows of cavities
from 1 to 0.125” diameter. The
cavities can be filled with various
solutions for contrast evaluation.
An aluminum alignment insert is
incorporated in the lid of the tank
and can be interchanged with a
polystyrene TLD insert for dose
measurements.
A user’s guide, holding cradle,
filling tubes and other accessories
are included.
Optional items:
Low contrast inserts, whole body
resolution/noise ring, TLD insert,
Low contrast insert - spherical
targets and carry case.

Model 007
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